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MODULATING SYSTEM 
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to Bell Telephone Laboratories, incorporated, 
New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York 

Application December 29, 1934, Serial No. 759,635 
6 Cairns. 

This invention relates to modulating systems 
and particularly to means for controlling the 
transmission characteristics of such systems. 
A general object of the invention is to im 

prove the overall power efficiency of a commu 
nication System without sacrificing the quality 
and fidelity of reproduction of signals. A par 
ticular object is to neutralize signal distortion 
arising in a receiving System. Another particu 
lar object is to neutralize signal distortion in cer 
tain types of detectors where distortion accom 
panies Variations in the average amplitude of 
the carrier component in a modulated wave as 
received at the detector. 

It is known that the introduction of a linear 
modulator and a linear detector into a transmis 
Sion System results in no distortion of signals 
transmitted therethrough. It is also known that 
if either the modulator or the detector is non 
inear the Signals will be distorted unless it be 
arranged that the non-linearity of the One device 
is complementary to the non-linearity of the 
other in such a way that all distortion is neu 
tralized. In the modern high quality broadcast 
ing Systems the transmitting station has a mod 
ulator which is substantially linear. The typical 
receiving station in the possession of the average 
member of the listening public contains, under 
present Commercial conditions, a detecting de 
Vice in which the low frequency response is pro 
portional to the square of the high frequency 
excitation, Such a device being commonly known 
as a Square law detector. Linear detectors are 
not yet in Widespread use in this field. How 
ever, a ciose approach to linear detection is con 
monly Secured in square law detectors due to the 
fact that a strong component of unmodulated 
Carrier is Supplied from the transmitting sta 
tion. Such liberal distribution of the carrier 
power is expensive and to reduce the expense 
Without necessitating the use of local carrier 
Sources at the receiving stations, it has been 
proposed to vary the carrier component in ac 
cordance with the signal strength, providing at 
each instant Only So much carrier as can be con 
pletely modulated by the signal. A transmission 
System of this type is disclosed in U. S. Patent 
No. 1,691,990, issued November 20, 1928, to R. 
K. Potter. The practical difficulty in introduc 
ing this method of transmission in the broadcast 
field has been the large number of square law 
detectors which would be rendered obsolete by 
the change. The variability of the carrier Sup 
ply accentuates the non-linearity of the square 

(C. 250-6) 
law detector by introducing amplitude distortion 
Of the broadcast program. 
In accordance with this invention, in combi 

nation With a variable carrier transmission sys 
ten a monitoring detector is provided, preferably 
of the type that is most prevalent at the receiving 
stations. Distortion appears in the detected sig 
nal if there is any uncompensated non-linearity 
in any part of the System. Distortion in ampli 
fiers has been successfully neutralized by means 
of a negative feed-back Or degenerative reaction 
between the output of the amplifier and its input 
as disclosed in an article by H. S. Black entitled, 
"Stabilized feed-back amplifiers', published in 
the January, 1934, number of the Bell System 
Technical Journal, on pages 1 to 18, and in a co 
pending application by Black, Serial No. 606,871, 
filed April 22, 1932, and assigned to the same a S 
signee as the present application. To neutralize 
distortion in the System of the invention, a feed 
back path is provided between the output cir 
cuit of the monitoring detector and some portion 
of the modulating System where a control of the 
modulating process can be effected, as for ex 
ample, the signal input circuit of the modulator. 
The feed-back path is arranged in conformity 
With certain general principles of degenerative 
action as disclosed by Black. When the System 
is adjusted in the preferred manner the output 
wave of the detector is substantially an undis 
torted reproduction of the signal input Wave. 
The modulated Wave enaitted by the transmitter 
must then necessarily have a suitably predis 
torted envelope form which Will compensate for 
distortion in any detector similar in character 
istics to the monitoring detector. For COVen 
ient control it is usually preferable to locate the 
monitoring detector in the immediate vicinity of 
the transmitter. Where the receivers are of Va 
rious types, the monitoring detector may be iden 
tical with the receiver of the type most numer 
ous, or the monitoring detector may be one the 
use of which is found to result in the most pleaS 
ing reception in the majority of receivers. 
The invention will be more clearly understood 

by reference to the accompanying drawings, of 
Which 

Fig. 1 shows in schematic form a radio trans 
mitter embodying the invention; 

Fig. 2 shows the form of the modulated output 
of a vacuum tube amplifier under different con 
ditions of grid excitation; and 
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Fig. 3 shows the manner of variation of output 
and efficiency with signal input, with and With 
out the application of feed-back. 
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Referring to Fig. 1, high frequency oscilla 

tions from an oscillator are modulated in a 
modulator 2 by signals from a telephone trans 
mitter 3, which is coupled to the modulator by 
means of a transformer 6. The modulator may 
be of the type disclosed in U. S. Patent No. 1,350,- 
752 to H. J. Wan der Bijl, August 24, 1920 or may 
have any other suitable internal arrangement, 
By means of a coupling transformer 5 the output 
circuit of the modulator 2 is connected to an am 
plifier 6 and thence through the secondary wind 
ing 1 of a tuned transformer 8 to a transmitting 
antenna, 9. W . . . . . . . 
Coupled to the output of the amplifier 6 is a 

rectifier circuit comprising the secondary Winding 
IO of transformer 8, a rectifier , and a resistance 
2 connected in the grid circuit of the amplifier 

- 6, the resistance being by-passed for radio fre 
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quency oscillations by a condenser f3. The rec 
tifier is so connected that the direction of the 
rectified current through resistance 2 is such 
that the voltage across the resistance terminals 
in its effect upon the grid of tube 6 is of opposite 
polarity to a negative biasing battery 4 aSSociated 
therewith. Coupled to the output of amplifier 6 by means 
of the secondary winding 8 of transformer 8 is 
a monitoring detector 9 of a non-linear type. 
A common example of a non-linear detector is 
shown at Sin Fig. 2 of Langmuir Patent 1,282,439, 
October 22, 1918, and is often referred to as a 
"grid leak detector'. The output circuit of de 
tector 9 is connected to a resistance 20 in the 
voice frequency input circuit of the modulator 2. 
A tuning condenser i is associated with the pri 
mary winding 6 of the transformer 8, which 
winding is loosely coupled to the other windings. 
A typical receiving station is shown having a re 
ceiving antenna, 2, a detector 22 and an indi 
cating device illustrated by a telephone receiver 
23. - 

. . In the operation of the system of Fig. 1, the 
signal wave from the transmitter 3 and the car 
rier wave from the oscillator f are combined in 
the modulator 2 to produce a modulated wave 
which is amplified in tube 6 and impreSSed upon 
the antenna, 9 by means of the transformer 8. 
A portion of the modulated wave is intercepted 
by the secondary winding 3 and applied to the 
rectifier f. Due to the relative poling of the rec 
tifier and the grid biasing battery 4, an increase 
in rectified current results in the grid of tube 6 
becoming less negative. On the other hand, when 
the rectified current decreases the grid becomes 
more negative. This arrangement constitutes a 
specific means for controlling the carrier ampli 
tude to maintain a constant degree or depth of 
modulation as Will be shown more fully herein 
after. 
The effect of the arrangement upon the char 

acter of the output wave may be seen by reference 
to Fig. 2, where the curve a represents the grid 
Voltage versus plate current characteristic of the 
amplifier tube 6. In this figure the curve A1 rep 
resents the carrier input wave when there is no 
Signal impressed by the transmitter 3, and for 
this condition the grid biasing battery 4 is pref 
erably adjusted to a value E1 such that the posi 
tive peaks of the unmodulated carrier just reach 
the cut-off point Eo and therefore cause no plate 
current in the output circuit. When a signal of 
Small amplitude is impressed so that the input 
wave is modulated to only a small degree as repre 
sented by curve A2 (assuming the signal input to 
be a single frequency Sine wave, for convenience), 
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there is a small modulated output current in the 
plate circuit. The rectifier feed-back circuit acts 
to diminish the negative bias on the grid from 
the value E1 to some value E2 such that the mini 
mum positive peaks of the modulated carrier wave 
just reach the cut-off point Eo, giving a complete 
ly modulated output Wave as shown by curve B2. 
Similariy, when the percentage modulation of the 
input Wave increases, giving the wave shape 
shown by curve A3, the output current increases 
and the feed-back rectifier still further decreases 
the negative bias to Some value E3, so that as 
before the minimum positive peaks just reach 
the cut-off point E0, resulting again in a com 
pletely modulated output wave B3 of greater aim 
plitude than B2. Thus, by means of the rectifier 
feed-back circuit, the output wave can be ad 
justed so that it is always completely modulated 
and has a peak amplitude proportional to that of 
the signal wave, while in the absence of signal in 
put there is no output of carrier. 
With respect to the shape of the output waves 

B2 and B3 of Fig. 2, it is seen that the lower haives 
of these waves are cut off, since there is no plate. 
current during the negative swings of the corre 
Sponding input waves. However, by virtue of 
the tuning of the primary winding 6 and the 
loose coupling between the primary S and the 
Secondary Windings of transformer 8, the shape 
of the waves in the secondary windings 7, 3 and 
i8, and of the waves radiated from the antenna, 
9, will be symmetrical and similar to the waves 
C2 and C3 in Fig. 2. 

In the above description it has been assumed. 
that the variation of the biasing grid voltage 
effected by the feed-back rectifier was such as 
to accomplish a constant, one hundred per cent 
modulation of the output Wave. However, it is 
not required that the degree of modulation be 
fully one hundred per cent, nor that absolutely . 
no carrier be transmitted When there is no modul 
lating Signal, Since a Small departure from these 
optimum conditions will result in no substantial 
decrease in economy. 
The following analytical treatinent of a nodu 

lated Wave form of A3, or C3, in Fig. 2, is believed 
helpful in order to supplement the description of 
the invention. Either wave may be represented 
by the equation 

e=EA (1--m coS Bt) cos At (1) 
in which 

e=the instantaneous value of the modulated 
Voltage; 

EA=the peak Value of the unmodulated carrier 
frequency Voltage; - . 

n=the nodulation factor; 
A=2arfA, where fa is the carrier frequency; 
B=2arfB, where fib is the modulating frequency. 

When such a wave is impressed upon a non 
linear detector, among the audio-frequency 
components appearing in the output there will 
be a current of the modulating frequency and a 
current of twice this frequency, the second har 
monic, which will be given by the following equa 
tions, respectively, 

iB = Cin EA cos Bt (2) 

(3) 
2 

in = C.T.E. cos 2Bt 
where C1 and C2 are constants depending upon 
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upon the output circuit impedance. There will 75 
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be other harmonics also, but their amplitudes 
Will in general be Smaller than that of the Sec 
ond and for the purposes of this discussion their 
equations need not be written. 
The presence of these harmonics in the out 

put is of course a distortion of the signal, which 
may be called frequency distortion. In the car 
rier control mode of transmission which has just 
been described, EA is not constant but varies With 
the amplitude of the signal input, while m is 

This is in contrast to the commonly 
used transmission mode where EA is constant 
While m varies with the amplitude of the signal. 
From Equation (2) it is apparent that in the 
former case the Signal Will Suffer additional dis 
tortion because it is proportional to the Square 
of EA instead of the first power. The variation 
of EA is a syllable frequency variation and its 
effect in the output is that, in addition to the 
distortion owing to the presence of the har 
monic, the signal is further distorted because 
of the disproportionate loudness of strong and 
Weak Syllables, which may be called syllabic dis 
tortion, or amplitude distortion. The invention 
provides a means for reducing both of these 
distortion effects. 
A further portion of the modulated Wave is 

intercepted by the winding 8 and impressed 
upon the detector 9. The detected Wave is 
applied to the resistance 20, where together with 
the original Signal wave it affects the modulator 
2. The connections between the detector 9 and 
resistance 20 are preferably poled in such man 
ner that the detected wave is substantially in 
phase opposition to the original signal Wave. 
The Output of the detector contains the undis 
torted audio-frequency signal together with the 
distortion that is introduced by the various ele 
ments of the system, including the detector it 
self. In accordance with the degenerative prin 
ciple as explained in the article and applica 
tion by H. S. Black previously referred to, this 
Output, fed back to the signal input circuit in 
phase opposition to the voltage from the input 
of the transmitter 3, will result in a lower out 
put signal than before, depending upon the 
amount of the negative feed-back. In any trans 
mission system such as that under consideration, 
nearly all of the distortion arising from non 
linearity of the elements is produced in the plate 
circuit of the final tube where the amplitude is 
greatest, and the distortion produced there is 
directly dependent upon the amplitude at that 
point. In the negative feed-back action de 
scribed above, therefore, a reduction in the out 
put signal will at the same time reduce the dis 
tortion components. But since a portion of the 
distortion present is simultaneously fed back 
through the system and arrives at the output in 
phase opposition to the distortion there remain 
ing, the final result in the output of the de 
tector is that the distortion is reduced Still fur 
ther below the signal, the additional reduction 
caused by feed-back being approximately equal 
to the reduction in the signal. For illustration, 
two systems which are initially identical in every 
respect, may be compared. The signal output 
and distortion are initially the same in both. 
In the first system, let the signal output be re 
duced 20 decibels by reducing the gain of the 
amplifier. The distortion will in general be re 
duced somewhat more than this, Say 30 decibels. 
In the second system, let the signal Output be re 
duced 20 decibels by feed-back, keeping the gain 
of the amplifier constant. The distortion in this 

3 
System will be reduced 30 decibels by reduction 
of signal and 20 decibels more by feed-back, re 
sulting altogether in a 50 decibel decrease in dis 
tortion. The feed-back System therefore has 
the same signal output as the system without 
feed-back, but has 20 decibels less distortion. 
Thus it will be seen that the improvement in 
linearity Will be proportional to the gain that 
is sacrificed by the negative feed-back. For the 
utilization of this principle, therefore, an excess 
Of gain in the amplifiers must be provided. 
The increase in gain may be introduced at any 
Convenient point, as, for example, in the Signal 
input circuit or in the high frequency amplifier. 
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The use of negative feed-back also decreases 15 
the effects of ainplitude, or syllabic distortion, 
as Will be evident from the following considera 
tions. This type of distortion, as has been ex 
plained above, arises from the fact that the sig 
nal is proportional to the square of the varying 
carrier amplitude, making the loud Syllables of 
speech signals too loud in proportion to the Weak 
ones. In the feed-back action described, how 
ever, the amount of signal fed back in phase 
opposition through the system is also propor 
tionai to the Square of the carrier amplitude and 
hence the loud signals in the output of 9 will 
be cut down in greater proportion than the Weak 
signals. The consequence, therefore, is that the 

brought nearer to the ratio existing in the input. 
As a means for controlling the annount of nega 

tive feed-back employed, provision may be made 
for varying the coupling between the secondary 
winding 8 and the primary winding 6 of the 
transformer . 

In the transmission system described, the out 
put signal that has been thus far referred to as 
being improved in quality is the output of the 
monitoring detector 9, which is preferably 
located in the vicinity of the transmitter. The 
waves radiated from the transmitting antenna, 
9 and arriving at the receiving antenna 2 will 
have impressed upon them the effects of the 
negative feed-back and will therefore in a manner 
be predistorted; but if the detector 22 has the 
Same detecting characteristics as the non-linear 
monitoring detector 9 it is obvious that its output 
Will be of the same quality as that of detector 
3. If, however, detector 22 has the characteris 

tics of a linear detector the received signal may 
still be of improved quality with respect to fre 
quency distortion but will Suffer a certain degree 
of volume compression, that is, the ratio of loud 
to weak signals will be somewhat less than that 
existing in the Criginal signal. 
The effects of the variable carrier control and 

of the degeneration, or negative feed-back, upon 
the input-output characteristics of the modula 
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tion system of the invention may be illustrated 680 
by the typical curves of Fig. 3. The performance 
of the carrier control System without degenera 
tion is shown by the curves (a) and (b). The 
radio frequency output amplitude of the ampli 
fier 6 is a linear function of the Signal input 
ampiitude, curve (a), as is likewise the power 
eficiency of the amplifier, curve (b). Thus, if 
the power efficiency for peak Signal amplitudes 
were 80 per cent, the eficiency for half that 
amplitude would be, for the curve shown, 40 
per cent. The main advantage of the carrier 
control system lies in the fact that during periods 
of silence no power is radiated, So that if a com 
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putation of power consumption per hour were to s 
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4. 
be made, the variable carrier system would be 
found the more economical. 
When degeneration is combined with the vari 

able carrier system the power saving becomes 
even more pronounced. Thus with a Square 
law detector employed at 9 in Fig. 1, the re 
sulting radio frequency output WOuld approach 
the square root variation with input amplitude, 
as shown by curve (c) of Fig. 3. Likewise, 
the efficiency curve would have a similar shape, 

If now the efficiency for 
speech input peaks is made 80 per cent as before, 
the efficiency for half the peak input would fall 
only to 56 per cent instead of to 40 per cent, 
for the curve as drawn. Thus even during con 
tinuous input it is seen that the eficiency of the 
combination system tends to be maintained. 
This feature in combination with Zero radiation 
of power during silent periods results in improved 
economy of operation. 
While the output of detector 9 is shown fed 

back to the signal input circuit (across resistance 
20), it will be evident that the essential function 
of this feed-back arrangerient is merely to effect . 
a control or nodulation of the high frequency 
Wave in opposite phase to the control or modula 
tion effected by the original signal wave. The two 
controls may be opposed at one control point as 
shown. In this case, the difference of the two 
modulating waves is effective to modulate the 
carrier wave. The controls may equally well be 
applied at separate control points, in which case 
they act in succession upon the carrier wave, 
the effect of one opposing the effect of the other. 
What is claimed is: . 
1. In a high frequency Signaling System, a 

transmitter adapted to send a modulated wave 
accompanied by an unmodulated carrier com 
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ponent of variable intensity dependent upon the 
strength of the signal being transmitted, a re 
ceiver associated. With said transmitter and chair 
acterized by a distorting effect upon signals there 
from, an auxiliary receiver having a distorting 
effect Similar to the main receiver, Said auxiliary 
receiver being associated With the transmitter, 
and a reversed feedback connection for Signal 
frequencies between the auxiliary receiver and 
the transmitter whereby the transmitted wave 
is predistorted to diminish distortion of the de 
tected Signal in the main receiver. 

2. In a high frequency signaling system, a 
transmitter having an input circuit for low fre 
quency signal waves, means for controlling the 
depth or degree of modulation in said transmit 
ter to a substantially constant value independ 
ent of variations of intensity of said low fre 
quency Signal Waves, a detector in operative re 
lation with said transmitter, and a reversed feed 
back connection for signal waves between the de 
tector and Said low frequency input circuit in 
the transmitter whereby the envelope of the 
modulated wave is under joint control by the 
low frequency signal wave and the detected wave 
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fed back in order to diminish distortion in the 
detected wave due to the action of said control 

'. 62.S. 
3. In combination, means for transmission of 

signals utilizing a high frequency carrier wave, 
said wave containing an unmodulated carrier 
component proportional to the varying intensity 
of the signal waves being transmitted, a receiv 
ing detector and an auxiliary detector, Said de 
tectors having similar signal distorting proper-, 
ties and both being operatively associated with 
said transmitting means, a signal indicator actu 
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ated by said receiving detector to reproduce 
transmitted signals and reversed feed-back 
means for feeding detected signal Waves from the 
output of the auxiliary detector to the input of 
the transmitting means, whereby distortion. Of 
the signals as finally reproduced by said signal 
indicator is reduced. 

4. A combination in accordance With claim 3: 
in which the receiving detector and the auxiliary 
detector are Substantially identical. . 
-5. In combination, means for transmission of 
Signals utilizing a high frequency carrier Wave, 
said wave containing an unmodulated carrier 
component proportional to the varying intensity 
of the signal waves being transmitted, a plu 
rality of receiving detectors of various types and 
an auxiliary detector having signal distorting 
properties similar to those of a substantial num 
ber of said receiving detectors, all of said de 
tectors including the auxiliary detector being 
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operatively associated with said transmitting 
means, signal indicators actuated by said respec 
tive receiving detectors to reproduce transmit 
ted signals, and means actuated by the auxiliary 
detector to impress detected signal waves upon 
the transmitting means, thereby to control the 
Same jointly with and in opposition to the origi 
nal signal waves, whereby distortion of the sig- ? 
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nails as finally reproduced is reduced in a Sub 
stantial group of said signal indicators. 

6. In combination, means for impressing Sig 
nails upon a high frequency carrier Wave for 
transmission to a receiving station, means asso 
ciated with said transmitting means for regulat 
ing the carrier output thereof proportionately 
to the intensity of the signal being transmitted, a 
receiving detector and an auxiliary detector each 
operatively associated with the transmitter and i ; 
each having the characteristic that variations in 
the strength of the received carrier Waves pro 
duce distortion of the signals reproduced there 
in, a signal indicator connected to the Output of 
the receiving detector and means for impressing 
upon the transmitter reproduced signals from 
the auxiliary detector in Substantial phase oppo 
Sition to the original Signals, Whereby the dis 
tortion effective. at the Signal indicator is di 
minished by predistortion of the signal which is 
being impressed upon the carrier Wave. 

FREDERICK B. LLEWELLYN. 
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